
 
FRINGE APPLICATIONS DELEGATED TO THE NATIONAL PARK OFFICERS 

 

App No. Grid Ref. Community Address   Decision Date Issued 

 

 
19/18166/FRI N: 202150  

E: 330719 

Pontypool Land At A4042 Mamhilad , 

Pontypool, NP4 0HZ 

 

Fringe Comments 

 

 

24 November 

2022 

Proposal: “Residential development of up to 975 dwellings, retention of employment plus other existing uses and 

associated parking and servicing, provision of a Primary school, a neighbourhood centre, access arrangements from 

A4042 and Old Abergavenny Road, landscaping and areas of public open space and other associated infrastructure.  

CHANGED TO Residential development of up to 900 dwellings, retention of employment (Use Classes B1, B2 and 

B8) plus other existing uses and associated parking and servicing, provision of a Primary School, a neighbourhood 

centre (including a mix of uses - Use Classes A1, A2, A3, B1, C3, D1 and D2) access arrangements from the A4042 

and Old Abergavenny Road, landscaping and areas of public open space and other associated infrastructure 

(AMENDED PLANS DATED 28 OCTOBER 2022 and 2 NOVEMBER 2022)” 

 

We set out below some background on the NPA’s policy and legal context. The letter ends with our comments on 

the planning application submission which was made available on the Council’s website.  

  

Policy and legal context   

Section 63 of the Environment Act (1995) sets out the statutory purposes of the National Park as follows:-  

 To conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the National Park; and  

 To promote opportunities for the public understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of the National 

Park  

  

In accordance with section 62(2) of the Environment, any relevant Authority shall have regard to National Park 

purposes when performing any functions in relation to, or so as to affect, land in a National Park.  Relevant 

Authorities include public bodies, government departments, local authorities and statutory undertakers.  

  

The Special Qualities of the National Park may be significantly impacted by development proposals on the fringes of 

the National Park. The Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2015-2020 defines the Special Qualities of 

the Brecon Beacons National Park as follows:  

  

 A National Park offering peace and tranquillity with opportunities for quiet enjoyment, inspiration, 

relaxation and spiritual renewal. 

 A feeling of vitality and healthfulness that comes from enjoying the Park’s fresh air, clean water, rural 

setting, open land and locally produced foods.  

 A sense of place and cultural identity - “Welshness” - characterised by the use of the indigenous Welsh 

language, religious and spiritual connections, unique customs and events, traditional foods and crafts, relatively 

unspoilt historic towns, villages and family farms. The continued practices of traditional skills developed by 

local inhabitants to live and earn a living here, such as common land practices and grazing.  

 A sense of discovery where people are able to explore the Park’s hidden secrets and stories such as 

genealogical histories, prehistoric ritual sites, medieval rural settlements, early industrial sites, local myths, 

legends and geological treasures.  

 The Park’s sweeping grandeur and outstanding natural beauty observed across a variety 

of harmoniously connected landscapes, including marvellous gorges and waterfalls, classic karst geology with 

caves and sink holes, contrasting glacial landforms such as cliffs and broad valleys carved from old red 

sandstone and prominent hilltops with extensive views in all directions.  

 A working, living “patchwork” of contrasting patterns, colours, and textures comprising of well-

maintained farmed landscapes, open uplands, lakes and meandering rivers punctuated by small-scale 

woodlands, country lanes, hedgerows, stone walls and scattered settlements.  



 Extensive and widespread access to the Park’s diversity of wildlife and richness of semi-

natural habitats, such as native woodlands, heathland and grassland, natural lakes and riparian 

habitats, ancient hedgerows, limestone pavement and blanket bogs including those of international 

and national importance.  

 In the context of the UK, geographically rugged, remote and challenging landscapes.  

 Enjoyable and accessible countryside with extensive, widespread and varied opportunities to pursue 

walking, cycling, fishing, water-based activities and other forms of sustainable recreation or relaxation.  

 An intimate sense of community where small, pastoral towns and villages are comparatively safe, friendly, 

welcoming and retain a spirit of cooperation.  

  

Planning Policy Wales (PPW) (Edition 11) acknowledges the statutory purposes of National Parks and references 

the “Sandford Principle”, whereby if there is a conflict between the statutory purposes, greater weight shall be given 

to the first purpose of conserving and enhancing the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage. PPW states 

that “planning authorities have a statutory duty to have regard to National Parks and AONB purposes. This duty applies in 

relation to all activities affecting National Parks and AONBs, whether those activities lie within, or in the setting of, 

the designated areas” (see para 6.3.5).   

  

Planning Application Submission  

We have reviewed the submission – principally the following: 

 Revised Masterplan 2022-10 REV J 

 221028 R JCC6155 EA Response to consultee comments on re-submission FINAL 

 LVIA Addendum Ch 5 (rec by TCBC 13 July 2022) and 

 Additional Ecological information submitted on 28th October 2022, which includes amendments and updates 

to the ecological survey reports and Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement. 

  

We consider the key issues which have the potential to impact on the National Park Authority’s statutory purposes 

and special qualities are in relation to landscape and visual impact and ecology. We make the following comments 

on the submission:  

  

Landscape and Visual matters  

The BBNPA supports the views of the of TCBC Landscape advisor: 

  

Welcome retention of mound within revised proposals as well as the waterbodies to the frontage of A4042. I accept 

findings of updated LVIA in terms of visual and landscape impact of revisions with the exception of the proposed 

footprint of the school building which seems to impose onto the vegetated boundary to the north. 

Careful examination of landscape treatment of this area is required at reserved matters stage. 

  

The relocation of the school which is welcomed has also led to the inclusion of the previous school site for housing. 

Mature trees and a parkland setting currently exist within this area which was to be retained within the school 

grounds. These trees are no longer shown on the amended proposals plan suggesting they are to be removed in this 

iteration. These trees are part of the landscaped parkland setting of the industrial estate and should be retained as 

part of any detailed layout for housing in this area preferably as some sort of pocket park which retains the essential 

character of this area. An up to date assessment of these trees should be undertaken with a view to their future 

protection. 

  

While the BBNPA has not been able to view updated comments from NRW, their observations regarding the impact 

of the development upon the Brecon Beacons National Park will be material.  

  

In the event that the application is approved conditions should be imposed to secure the delivery of the landscape 

buffer area and its management together with the retention and management of the retained woodland. 

  

Ecology 

The following observations are made in relation to ecology: 

  



The development proposal site lies outside the Brecon Beacons National Park and is now for the construction of up 

to 900 dwellings along with associated community buildings and infrastructure as well as the retention of employment 

uses. It is noted that additional information has been submitted on 28th October 2022, that includes amendments 

and updates to the ecological survey reports and Chapter 7 of the Environmental Statement. 

  

Additional ecological survey information relates to the southern phase of the development. Lesser and greater 

horseshoe bats are still present in one of the buildings at the site, although the emergence survey information is 

missing from Table 3 of the report. No details of the compensatory “bat bungalow” have been provided, other than 

an indication of the location. This appears to offer good connectivity to nearby woodland and beyond to the Brecon 

Beacons National Park. It is also appreciated that the application is in Outline and full details of mitigation can be 

agreed with the Reserved Matters applications. 

  

The Torfaen CBC Ecologist and NRW are best placed to provide advice regarding the on-site ecological impacts of 

the development. It is understood that there is no ecological objection to the proposed development, subject to the 

imposition of planning conditions to safeguard and enhance nature conservation interests at the site. In particular, 

update ecological surveys will be required where there is a gap of more than 2 years before Reserved Matters are 

approved. Full details of the bat bungalow will also need to be approved in consultation with the TCBC Ecologist 

and NRW. The previously proposed planning conditions in relation to ecological issues are considered appropriate 

and are supported by the BBNPA. 

  

To summarise, there is no ecological objection to the principle of the development proposals subject to the 

acceptance of NRW and adequate retention of mature landscaping, mitigation and conditions to secure ongoing 

management.  

  



 

App No. Grid Ref. Community Address   Decision Date Issued 

 

22/21530/SPACON N: 210032  

E: 308745 

Vaynor Pen March Wind Farm, 

Gelligaer And Merthyr 

Common 

 

Fringe Comments 

 

 

 

15 December 

2022 

Proposal: “Formal notice of DNS consultation - construction and operation of a wind farm, battery energy storage 

systems and associated infrastructure” 

Address: Pen March Wind Farm, Gelligaer And Merthyr Common,    

  

Thank you for your consultation received 2 November 2022 regarding the above. We note prior to this 

consultation we have on record an email in September 2022 querying projects to include in the cumulative EIA 

chapter. We do not have any other record of the planning department being consulted on this project beyond the 

above. 

  

We understand RWE Renewables UK Swindon Ltd intends to submit a 36MW windfarm Development of National 

Significance (DNS) planning application to Welsh Ministers for the development of Pen March Wind Farm at 

Gelligaer and Merthyr Common.  

  

The Brecon Beacons National Park Authority (BBNPA) has undertaken some email dialogue with the Boundary 

Commission and it would appear that the red outline for this proposal is located partly in Merthyr Tydfil, Caerphilly 

and Powys Local Planning Authority areas but immediately abuts the boundary to the BBNPA. The draft 

submission states the majority of the site is on registered Common Land and the planning application will be 

accompanied by an application for consent to deregister and offer exchange Common land and consent to carry 

out restricted works on Common Land.  

  

The nearest wind turbine (no. 2) appears to be approximately 170m away from the BBNPA boundary and the 

access track is around 30m away from the BBNPA boundary. 

  

It is noted that this development is one of number of similar requests being considered by the PEDW and other 

bodies in the wider vicinity. The Authority is aware of the following:  

  

 Land between Abertillery and Abersychan DNS no. 3278009 

 Land at Mynydd Llanhilleth Common, Abertillery/Llanhilleth DNS Ref: 3273368  

 Land at Penpergwn, Monmouthshire DNS 3252305;  

 Land at Manmoel Common, Manmoel Road, Near Ebbw Vale DNS Ref: 3239181  

 Myndd Maen Wind Farm Newbridge/Cwmbran DNS 3276725 

 Penpergwm Solar Farm, Monmouthshire DNS 3252305 

 Twyn Hywel Wind Farm, Caerphilly DNS 3272053 

 Mynydd Carn-y-Cefn Wind Farm, land west of Abertillery DNS 3270299 

  

We are also aware of a live planning application currently being considered in relation to an extension to Trefil 

Quarry (determining Local Planning Authority – Blaenau Gwent Council). As well as other applications such as the 

Circuit of Wales approval and CiNER Glass factory application at Rassau Industrial Estate.  

  

We set out below our understanding of the proposal and some background on the BBNPA’s policy and legal 

context. The letter ends with our comments on the draft planning application submission available on the 

designated website. We do not offer any comment on the Common Land application.  

  

Our understanding of the proposal 

The draft submission states that the main proposed elements are for the following: 

 Up to 6 three bladed horizontal axis wind turbines up to 180m to blade tip height. Each turbine has an 

internal transformer and aviation lighting. 

 Wind turbine foundations and hardstanding 



 An electrical and control building compound with battery storage facilities  

 New site access off the Common Road and bell mouth junction  

 On site access tracks, passing places and turning heads 

 2 gas pipeline crossings and 2 watercourse crossings  

 Underground cabling 

 Temporary construction and storage compound  

 Off-site works to enable movement of abnormal loads during construction (such as the creation of a new 

slip track from A465) 

 Habitat Management Area 

  

The submission states that the scheme will be operational for 35 years from the date of commissioning and then at 

the end of this period a decision is made to whether to refurnish, remove or replace the turbines. If refurbishment 

or replacement were to be chosen relevant planning applications will be made.  

  

It is anticipated construction will commence in 2025.  

  

Background  

Policy and legal context  

Section 63 of the Environment Act (1995) sets out the statutory purposes of the National Park as follows:- 

  

 To conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the National Park; and 

 To promote opportunities for the public understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of the 

National Park 

  

In accordance with section 62(2) of the Environment, any relevant Authority shall have regard to National Park 

purposes when performing any functions in relation to, or so as to affect, land in a National Park.  Relevant 

Authorities include public bodies, government departments, local authorities and statutory undertakers. 

  

The Special Qualities of the National Park may be significantly impacted by development proposals on the fringes 

of the National Park. The current# Brecon Beacons National Park Management Plan 2015-2020 defines the Special 

Qualities of the Brecon Beacons National Park as follows: 

 (SQ1) A National Park offering peace and tranquility with opportunities for quiet enjoyment, 

inspiration, relaxation and spiritual renewal. 

 (SQ2) A feeling of vitality and healthfulness that comes from enjoying the Park’s fresh air, clean water, 

rural setting, open land and locally produced foods. 

 (SQ3) A sense of place and cultural identity - “Welshness” - characterised by the use of the 

indigenous Welsh language, religious and spiritual connections, unique customs and events, traditional 

foods and crafts, relatively unspoilt historic towns, villages and family farms. The continued practices of 

traditional skills developed by local inhabitants to live and earn a living here, such as common land 

practices and grazing. 

 (SQ4) A sense of discovery where people are able to explore the Park’s hidden secrets and stories 

such as genealogical histories, prehistoric ritual sites, medieval rural settlements, early industrial sites, 

local myths, legends and geological treasures. 

 (SQ5) The Park’s sweeping grandeur and outstanding natural beauty observed across a variety of 

harmoniously connected landscapes, including marvellous gorges and waterfalls, classic karst geology with 

caves and sink holes, contrasting glacial landforms such as cliffs and broad valleys carved from old red 

sandstone and prominent hilltops with extensive views in all directions. 

 (SQ6) A working, living “patchwork” of contrasting patterns, colours, and textures comprising 

of well-maintained farmed landscapes, open uplands, lakes and meandering rivers punctuated by small-

scale woodlands, country lanes, hedgerows, stone walls and scattered settlements. 

 (SQ7) Extensive and widespread access to the Park’s diversity of wildlife and richness of 

semi-natural habitats, such as native woodlands, heathland and grassland, natural lakes and riparian 

habitats, ancient hedgerows, limestone pavement and blanket bogs including those of international and 

national importance. 



 (SQ8) In the context of the UK, geographically rugged, remote and challenging landscapes. 

 (SQ9) Enjoyable and accessible countryside with extensive, widespread and varied opportunities to 

pursue walking, cycling, fishing, water-based activities and other forms of sustainable recreation or 

relaxation. 

 (SQ10) An intimate sense of community where small, pastoral towns and villages are comparatively 

safe, friendly, welcoming and retain a spirit of cooperation  

  

Planning Policy Wales (PPW) (Edition 11) states at para 6.3.5 -6.3.6 “the statutory landscape designations that apply in 

Wales are National Parks, and AONBs. Planning authorities have a statutory duty to have regard to National Parks and 

AONB purposes. This duty applies in relation to all activities affecting National Parks and AONBs, whether those activities lie 

within, or in the setting of, the designated areas. The designated landscapes should be drivers of the sustainable use and 

management of natural resources in their areas, and planning authorities should have regard to their identified special 

qualities in the exercise of their functions and any relevant management plans.  

  

In National Parks, planning authorities should give great weight to the statutory purposes of National Parks, which are to 

conserve and enhance their natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage, and to promote opportunities for public 

understanding and enjoyment of their special qualities. Planning authorities should also seek to foster the social, economic 

and cultural well-being of their local communities”. PPW includes a footnote explaining the Sandford Principle as “where 

there is a conflict between these purposes, greater weight shall be given to conserving and enhancing natural beauty, wildlife 

and cultural heritage”. 

  

PPW para 6.3.9 states “The special qualities of designated areas should be given weight in the development planning and 

the development management process. Proposals in National Parks and AONBs must be carefully assessed to ensure that 

their effects on those features which the designation is intended to protect are acceptable. The contribution that development 

makes to the sustainable management of the designated area must be considered”. 

[Underlining our emphasis]  

  

Draft Planning Application Submission Package  

We have reviewed the draft submission – principally the draft Environmental Statement (ES). We note the scoping 

response from PEDW too – we have no record of being consulted at scoping stage. 

  

We consider the key issues which have the potential to impact on the National Park Authority’s statutory purposes 

and special qualities are primarily in relation to landscape and visual impact, cultural heritage, tranquility and ecology. 

We make the following comments on the draft submission on these topic areas:  

  

Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) 

1. Policy – the ES generally needs to refer to relevant BBNPA Policy context – but particularly in the LVIA 

chapter. Please note para 3.16.2.10 of the LDP which states “The impact of large scale Renewable Energy projects 

located on our peripheries will be judged in accordance with SP2 Major Development in the National Park." 

2. Study area of LVIA: the 45km radii includes land which encompasses the entirety of the National Park. 

The 45km radii is considered broadly appropriate. We note 26km has been used for landscape character 

consideration. 

3. Dark Skies: NRW at scoping stage highlighted the need for visualisations regarding lighting and the impact 

on the Dark Sky Reserves. We note 2 viewpoints within the BBNPA area – some of which are located within the 

Dark Skies Core - have been considered in the draft ES. ES Para 5.13.13 states: “Significant effects are predicted for 

representative night time Viewpoint 18 Brecon Beacons Way (Craig Y Fan Ddu) as a result of the 2000cd scenario 

reducing to not significant for the 200cd scenario (in reality, it is extremely unlikely that 2,000cd will ever be experienced 

at its full intensity as it will only operate when visibility is reduced by climatic conditions). For the other representative 

viewpoints, the effect is assessed as not significant. The overall effect of the Proposed Scheme turbine lights on the Dark 

Sky Reserve is considered to be Not Significant. See also Technical Appendix 5.5, (Volume 4)”. We are concerned with 

the potential this scheme has for significant effects at higher cd particularly given this lighting will appear much 

higher in the skyline than other surrounding features.  

4. Viewpoints: Figure 5.11a Blade ZTV with viewpoints – shows an extensive area in the BBNPA area where 

at least 5-6 blade tips will be visible. Of the 26 LVIA viewpoints (9 are located within the BBNPA area) and of 7 



wireframe only viewpoints (4 are located in BBNPA) – those which are within the BBNPA are listed below along 

with their assessed impacts as per the draft ES:  

  

 5 - Pontsticill (Moderate /Minor and Not Significant Visual Effect) 

 8 - Cefn yr Ystrad (Moderate-Major and Significant Visual Effect) 

 15 - Garn Ddu (Moderate and Significant Visual Effect) 

 18 - Brecon Beacons Way (Craig Y Fan Ddu) (Moderate and Significant Visual Effect) 

 19 - B4560, Cefn Pwll-coch (Moderate-Minor and Not Significant Visual Effect) 

 21 - A4059 22 - PRoW (Bedwellty FP 28) (Moderate-Minor and Not Significant) 

 24 - Pen y Fan (Moderate – Minor and Not Significant Visual Effect) 

 25 - Black Mountains, Pen Cerrig-calch (not assessed) 

 26 - Sugar Loaf (not assessed) 

  

 A - Craig Fan Ddu, Cairn  

 B - Mynydd Llangynidr 

 E - Cadair Fawr 

 G - Fan Fawr 

  

Setting aside our thoughts on the outcome of the assessment of visual effects, dialogue has not been undertaken 

with BBNPA on these viewpoints (we note Pen Cerrig Calch has not been included in the viewpoints for 

example?) although we understand dialogue has been undertaken with NRW on these. Please note para 5.8.5 of 

the ES appears incorrect on this account.  

5. Visual effects: The ES outlines that there would be significant visual effects extending approximately 8km 

within the BBNPA. Particularly BBNPA viewpoints 8, 15 and 18 appear to be most visually impacted on by the 

proposal. We consider the residual effects have been underestimated in parts, considering the heightened 

sensitivity of the area given its recreational and open access nature. We are therefore very concerned by the 

proposal’s residual visual effects and its resultant impact on the BBNPA.   

6. Landscape effects: The draft ES outlines no significant effects on the special qualities of the BBNPA, 

with the exception of an area approximately 3km at the southern edges of the BBNPA. Six Landscape Character 

Areas (LCAs) in the BBNPA are ‘identified as having potential for significant effects and are included in a detailed 

assessment’. Based on table 5.39 of the LVIA chapter – the following BBNPA LCAs have been assessed as 

follows: 

 no. 7 (Central Beacons – moderate and not significant landscape effect),  

 8 (Cefn yr Ystrad – minor and not significant effect),  

 9 (Rhymney Common – moderate-major significant landscape effect and moderate and not significant) 

  

The proposal is located in a corridor of land beyond the Heads of the Valley’s Road which is contiguous with the 

National Park beyond. The proposal will introduce a major change into this area. We are very concerned with 

the landscape impact of the proposal and its resulting impact on the statutory purposes and special qualities of 

the BBNPA.  

  

7. Special Qualities Assessment: We note Appendix 5.3 which considers the Special Qualities (SQs) of 

the National Park in the context of landscape and visual effects. We would however highlight that the proposal 

has the potential to impact on other ecological and cultural heritage SQs (SQ3, 4 and 7) which do not appear to 

have been specifically assessed in other parts of the ES.  

  

We consider the assessment has underestimated the sensitivity of landscape character areas assessed and also 

underestimates the impact of the development on SQs in our opinion. We note moderate and significant effects 

to SQ 1 and 8 in LCA 9 within 3km are identified and are very concerned by this. It is not clear whether the 

assessment has been taken on impacts on SQ without consideration to matters like movement of blades which 

can have impacts on the SQs in their own right (and only appear to have been considered in the context of 

impact on residential properties).  

8. Cumulative: the draft ES concludes no significant effects from cumulative effects. It states there is no 

consented wind energy developments in close proximity to the proposed scheme (ie within 20km). As 



highlighted above, there are a number of other DNS schemes through various stages of the consenting process 

and whilst these may be beyond the 20km distance could still have a cumulative impact which needs to be 

accounted for. We are concerned with the potential for a proliferation of such schemes on the fringes of the 

National Park should these be consented and note the cut-off point of February 2022 mentioned in the draft ES. 

We concur with NRW’s comments that there are potential cumulative effects on landscape and visual matters 

can occur over a large radius.  We are concerned with the cumulative impact which will result should these 

schemes be consented.  

  

Cultural Heritage  

The draft ES chapter does not appear to directly consider the impact the proposal may have on the statutory 

purpose and special qualities of the BBNPA which includes reference to cultural heritage. This is a key omission 

of this chapter which requires consideration.  

  

Ecology  

The ES states that the proposed scheme will result in the permanent loss of 10.12 hectares of habitats 

encompassed by a Site of Important for Nature Conservation (SINC) as well as a temporary loss of 16.1 hectares 

during construction. Compensation is proposed for the permanent loss of habitats through the restoration of 22.6 

hectares of heathland habitat in the north-eastern part of the Site; this is detailed within a Habitat Management 

Plan. The northern boundary of the restoration area is an artificial straight line to coincide with county boundaries. 

It is stated that the applicant is also investigating the potential to provide compensation for the loss of underlying 

peat through a contribution to off-site peatland restoration. 

  

The ES states that both curlew and snipe will experience a small loss of habitat but this is not considered likely to 

be significant. During the operation of the scheme, potentially significant displacement effects have been identified 

for curlew and snipe. These effects are considered significant at a regional level for curlew and at a county level 

for snipe. The applicant is investigating providing off-site compensation for the potential disturbance and 

displacement of breeding curlew during operation and additional biodiversity enhancements. Reference is made to 

the possibility of a contribution to curlew conservation measures within the Usk Catchment and Llangorse Lake 

Important Curlew Area. 

  

It is stated that discussions regarding the off-site compensatory measures are ongoing between RWE and the 

BBNP Authority ecologists, but it must be noted that these discussions do not involve officers within the 

Authority’s Development Management Team. Details of proposed off-site compensation and enhancement 

measures are therefore not included within the Outline Habitat Management Plan; once finalised, the 

compensatory proposals for peat loss and curlew/snipe displacement must be outlined within a robust and specific 

compensation and enhancement strategy, clearly outlining a mechanism to ensure delivery as well as post 

completion monitoring strategies. Enhancement proposals must also be clearly defined in addition to the 

compensatory requirements, as required under Section 6 of the Environment (Wales) Act 2016. 

  

Conclusion  

  

Based on the comments above, the BBNPA currently has very significant concerns that the proposal will have 

adverse impacts on one of the National Park’s statutory purposes – namely “to conserve and enhance the natural 

beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage of the National Park”. The BBNPA also has very significant concern that the 

proposal will adversely impact on four of the Special Qualities of the Park –  

 “sweeping grandeur and outstanding natural beauty”,  

 “a National Park offering peace and tranquillity with opportunities for quiet enjoyment, inspiration, relaxation and 

spiritual renewal”  

 “working, living “patchwork” of contrasting patterns, colours, and textures”; and  

 “In the context of the UK, geographically rugged, remote and challenging landscapes”. 

  

We are also concerned that due consideration has not been given to other Special Qualities relating to – 

 “A sense of discovery where people are able to explore the Park’s hidden secrets and stories such as genealogical 

histories, prehistoric ritual sites, medieval rural settlements, early industrial sites, local myths, legends and geological 

treasures”.  



 “Extensive and widespread access to the Park’s diversity of wildlife and richness of semi-natural habitats, such as 

native woodlands, heathland and grassland, natural lakes and riparian habitats, ancient hedgerows, limestone pavement 

and blanket bogs including those of international and national importance”. 

  

We note that the proposal is outside of the defined pre-assessed areas for wind energy set out in Future Wales 

(2040) and Policy 17 (Renewable and Local Carbon Energy and Associated Infrastructure) sets out that “Applications 

for largescale wind and solar will not be permitted in National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and all 

proposals should demonstrate that they will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the environment. Proposals should 

describe the net benefits the scheme will bring in terms of social, economic, environmental and cultural improvements to local 

communities. New strategic grid infrastructure for the transmission and distribution of energy should be designed to minimise 

visual impact on nearby communities...”. Currently we feel the proposal is incompatible with the above policy given its 

impacts on BBNPA.  

  

Please note the above comments are given without prejudice to comments the BBNPA may make when the 

respective DNS application is submitted to the Welsh Ministers.   

  



App No. Grid Ref. Community Address   Decision Date Issued 

 

22/21654/FRI N: 211523  

E: 0100333 

 Mynydd Llanhilleth 

 

Fringe Comments 

 

 

4 January 2023 

Proposal: “Wind farm of up to eight turbines along with associated infrastructure on land east of Llanhilleth, 

Aberbeeg, and Six Bells and west of Pontnewynydd. (Mynydd Llanhilleth). 

  

Observations: Thank you for your notifying us of your intention to seek planning permission in respect of the 

above Development of National Significance (DNS) and related secondary consents, which we received on 20 

December 2022.  

  

Further to our letter of 5 July 2021 to the Planning Inspectorate Wales regarding the scoping of the Environmental 

Statement (ES) for a proposal of up to 12 turbines with a maximum tip height of 180m [our ref: 21/20053/SCO] and 

having reviewed the document prepared by WSP Environment & Infrastructure Solutions UK Limited “Draft 

Environmental Statement November 2022” (ES) Project Documents (mynydd-llanhilleth.co.uk) [accessed 03 Jan 

2023], and noting the amendments to the proposal, we welcome commentary in response to our observations 

(Wood Group UK Limited in chapter 6: Table 6.4 Summary of EIA Scoping Direction responses for the LVIA) and the 

inclusion of the Mynydd Llangatwg viewpoint (VP) and night views from the Blorenge [VP 22]. 

  

Furthermore, we welcome inclusion of Table 6.19 within the ES which summarises the assessment of effects for 

special qualities of the Brecon Beacons National Park and note the summaries of effects on landscape character areas 

(LCA) in the National Park [Table 6.20] and of visual effects from VPs [Table 6.22], in particular: 

  

 Significant landscape effects on LCA 15 - Blorenge Hills and Slopes; 

 Significant cumulative landscape effects on LCA 15 - Blorenge Hills and Slopes and LCA 7 – Central 

Beacons (in Scenario B); and,  

 Significant visual effects from VP 22 Blorenge and VP 28 Cefn Yr Ystrad. 

  

We consider the assessment of cumulative effects could be strengthened by inclusion of existing adverse effects on 

the National Park of the other schemes identified (by reference to the relevant ES where applicable) and by noting 

the Brecon Beacons National Park is internationally recognised by the IUCN (International Union for Conservation 

of Nature) as a Category V protected area (which adds to the level of sensitivity of locations within the National 

Park as receptors).  

  

We note development plan policy in Future Wales [Policy 18 – Renewable and Low Carbon Energy Developments 

of National Significance].  

  

We consider the ES would be improved if observations on the impact on the National Park are drawn into the key 

summary of impact in the Non-Technical Statement (by expanding paragraph 7.2.8). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mynydd-llanhilleth.co.uk/project-documents/


 

App No. Grid Ref. Community Address   Decision Date Issued 

 

 

22/21598/FRI 

 

N: 230662  

E: 304818 

 

Honddu Isaf 

 

Woodlands, Llan-Ddew, 

Brecon, Powys, LD3 9SU,  

 

 

Fringe No 

Comments 

 

 

 

 

7 December 2022 

 

22/21650/FRI N: 211527  

E: 279498 

Ystradgynlais Outbuilding At 2/3 Bank 

Cottages, , Ystradgynlais, , 

Swansea, Powys, SA9 1RY  

 

Fringe No 

Comments 

 

 

 

21 December 

2022 

 

22/21653/FRI N: 213643  

E: 328354 

Llanfoist Fawr Pen Y Worlod Stables, 

Merthyr Road, Llanfoist, 

Monmouthshire, NP7 

9LR,  

 

Fringe No 

Comments 

 

 

 

 

21 December 

2022 

 

 


